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I’m a Wikidata user and Wikipedia editor. I’ve done cool things 

with Wikidata. 

I’m also a scientist who gives presentations regularly. 

I know how to write an abstract that will meet the submission 

criteria 

The reviewer feedback to the lead Wikidata manager? 

“Someone studying Wikidata found something, no mention to 

structured knowledge. Undefined approach. WikiData is 

interesting.”

Why blind reviewing isn’t always a good idea...



What is Wikidata?

Structured data, embedded 
throughout the Wikimedia projects 

Can include centralised data in 
Wikipedia - as we already include 
pictures from Commons 

The newest Wikimedia project: 
started in 2012 

Developed by Wikimedia 
Deutschland, supported by the 
Wikimedia Foundation 

17,000 (active) contributors, making 
~250,000 edits per day, operating 
around 200 bots



How can we link Wikidata and Wikipedia?

Started with interwiki links, replacing duplicates across wikis 
with central list 

{{Authority control}} data now also provided through Wikidata 

{{Persondata}} has been deprecated in favour of Wikidata 

Wikidata appears in watchlists on local projects (maybe 
needs user-enabling?) 

Different projects & languages use Wikidata very differently 
(e.g., some use local language labels), and using different 
codes - but all rely on the same core dataset.



The built-in wikidata functionality isn’t great - can be improved upon. 

On enwp, Module:Wikidata (a Lua module) provides a nicer interface, 
and allows local overrides of data (maybe also ported to other language 
Wikipedias?) 

Module:Wikidata also has (thanks to [[User:RexxS]] and co.) 

● Extra formatting options 

● Disambiguation of property values 

● Individual links when displaying multiple property values 

● etc... 

(Also {{Module:WikidataIB}} to have black/whitelists for infobox fields - 
in prep.)

Module:Wikidata



Wikidata in infoboxes - Infobox Telescope

Using Wikidata in infoboxes is the next logical step - 
structured data in articles 

Different languages have been taking different approaches 

On English Wikipedia, Infobox Telescope is probably the most 
complete, and is a good prototype. And it’s live! Good test, as 
it’s not used *that* many times. 

All parameters can be locally overriden - but where they aren’t 
set, Wikidata is used. 

Would be nice to roll this out across other infoboxes soon!





All from 
Wikidata!



It’s that simple!



Also in French! 
(using a different implementation of Wikidata infoboxes)



And in Lithuanian! 
(using the enwp implementation of 

Wikidata infoboxes)





The good

Infoboxes on Wikipedia currently use horrible article syntax- 
we can get rid of that! 

Wikidata works in multiple languages natively - add a fact to 
Wikidata in one language, and it’s instantly available in all 
other languages! 

Many properties already exist, and can be used immediately 

No more birth/death anomalies - we’re consistent across all 
language projects!



The bad

References are a pain - but hopefully will get easier. 
enwp infoboxes don’t include references for info… 

No easy way to link to Wikidata and indicate there which 
parameters should be added in order to be used in the 
infobox 

What about vandalism? 

How do we make sure the info is trustworthy, accurate and 
complete? 

(There also seem to be arguments about whether the CC-0 
license makes the info too freely available - huh?)



The ugly

Assumed uncertainty on values in Wikidata 

Again, references are currently a pain 

We need to have Wikidata editing directly on Wikipedia to 
make this easier for new users 

Wikidata doesn’t have all of the properties that we need yet - 
please get involved in creating the rest of them! 

Google et al. need to catch up with indexing data from 
Wikidata - e.g., doesn’t work for South Pole Telescope at the 
moment!



The possibility (1)

Imagine having common infoboxes across all languages, 
without needing to do the translation! 

Imagine only having to specify a fact in one place, and it’s 
used across all language Wikipedias, wherever it needs 
mentioning. (e.g., gender, date of birth, etc.) 

Imagine being able to assemble a list article in a few minutes. 
(Or don’t imagine it: this is already possible thanks to Listeria!) 

WikiCite, "imagine Wikidata as a repository of bibliographic 
metadata, so adding a footnote to a Wikipedia article would be 
as simple as citing a wikidata item and page, which links to its 
transcription on Wikisource, its images on Commons etc."



The possibility (2)

Imagine not having to create a commons category to go with 
your article, instead just adding your images to the Wikidata 
entry 

Imagine commons being multilingual based on concepts not 
categories, with structured licensing info (WikiBase) 

Wikispecies could be absorbed into Wikidata. 

Maybe also Commons in long run? 

What about Wiktionary? WikiBase again?



Article placeholders In MediaWiki, boxes through Lua





Can you help?

Can you enable Wikidata in infoboxes you work on/with? 
Can you help migrate data in infoboxes to Wikidata? 

Can you help expand Wikidata information? 
Need to create new properties, new items, fill in content, … 

Find out more: 

● Weekly summaries! https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Wikidata:Status_updates 

● Project chat: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Wikidata:Project_chat 

● Social media: #wikidata or @wikidata

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Status_updates
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Project_chat

